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This paper examines some problems of utility measurement
and interpersonal
comparisons.
The
following theorem is first established for real-valued mappings on a set of real numbers, B: If the
closure of B is an interval, then such a mapping
is positive alline iff it is a first-difference
preserving
transformation.
This theorem
is used to axiomatize
cardinal
utility. Standard
invariance
axioms in social choice theory are interpreted
in an alternative
framework
and this
gives new results
in axiomatizing
utilitarianism.
It is shown
that the conflict
between
utilitarians&n and Rawlsianism
arises, in some sense, earlier than traditionally
supposed.

1. Motivation
Does the ability to compare first-differences in utility imply cardinality?
Attempts to answer this has been the source of some confusion. I have tried
to argue elsewhere that this question has generated conflicting answers
because of differences in implicit frameworks. In the ‘traditional’ framework
[e.g., the one used by Samuelson (1947) in his Foundations], first-difference
comparability does turn out to be equivalent to cardinality. On the other
hand, in the ‘modern’ (choice theory) framework, these two concepts are
distinct. The confusion has been persistent because while most people are
aware of the two fratneworks, they have considered the differences between
these to be stylistic rather than substantial.
The existence of two frameworks for analysing concepts of intrapersonal
utility measurement, suggests that there must exist alternative frameworks for
interpersonal comparisons as well. It is argued here that the recent literature
on social welfare analysis [e.g., Hammond (1976), d’Aspremont and Gevers
(1977), Sen (1977), Maskin (1978) and Roberts (1980)] has been developed
(implicitly) within one framework - the ‘modern’ one. This suggests that one
could translate these definitions into a class of related ones in the ‘traditional
framework’. Such an exercise yields interesting insights. Some concepts which
are distinct in the existing literature are logically indistinguishable in this
alternative framework. A number of new informational characterisations of
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social welfare functionals
are possible in this framework.
Some results on
utilitarianism
and the conflict between utilitarianism
and Rawlsianism
are
established
as illustration.
It is shown that the conflict between utilitarianism
and Rawlsianism
arises, in some sense, earlier than traditionally
supposed;
and also that we may think of utilitarianism
as characterised
by interpersonal
almost level compability
and intrapersonal
difference comparability.
I argue that there are good methodological
reasons for adopting
the
‘traditional’
framework
rather
than
the modern
one. The ‘traditional
approach
is shown to differ from the ‘modern’ one in its use of a kind of
‘unrestricted
domain’
assumption.
Since
the
theoretical
economist’s
formulation
is typically undertaken
a priori - without knowing what the
actual decision problem
is the ‘unrestricted
domain’ assumption
does
appear attractive.
Instead
of developing
the results on cardinal
utility and social choice
theory separately, I establish an abstract result on afflne functions
which is
then shown to lie at the nub of the two sets of problems. I state and prove
the afine function theorem in the strongest form I am aware of. This result is
shown to be the basis of a number
of axiomatisations
of cardinal
utility
[Lange (1933,1934)
and Samuelson
(1938)] including
Basu (1982). In all
these papers and in many other attempts to axiomatise cardinal utility, it is
assumed that the image of the utility function
is connected.
For example,
such an assumption
is implicit in axiom A6 of Suppes and Winet (1955). The
present
theorem,
by making
use of a standard
lemma in analysis
(the
principle of extension
by continuity),
shows that this is not necessary. The
theorem is stated in section 2 and proved in section 6.
Broadly speaking, there are two classes of axiomatisation
of cardinal utility
without introducing
risk. One approach begins by assuming that real-valued
utility functions exist and then imposes conditions
on these to derive cardinal
utility. Lange (1933), Samuelson
(1938), Bernadelli
(1934) and Basu (1980,
1982) are examples of this, though Samuelson
does go beyond. The other
approach
begins without assuming
the existence
of utility functions.
The
‘primitives’ are binary and quaternary
relations. Conditions
are imposed on
these relations
and then it is shown that (i) utility functions
exist and (ii)
utility is cardinal. Of course, steps (i) and (ii) are often diffused in the proofs.
The best known result in this approach is that of Suppes and Winet (1955).
There are many other such attempts [see Fishburn
(1970, ch. 6)]. In a sense
the first approach corresponds
to step (ii) of the second approach. Therefore,
while our Theorem
1 is a direct generalisation
of the theorems in the first
approach, it does throw some light on part of the second approach.

2. A theorem on affine functions
Let R be the set of real numbers.
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Definition. The mapping f: B+R, where BcR, is a positive af$ne transformation (PAT) if 3a, b E R, with b > 0, such that Vt E B,
f(t) = a + bt.

Definition. The mapping f: B-+R, where B c R, is a first-difference preserving
transformation (DPT) if Vt,, t,, t3, t, E B,
t,

-t,

2t3

-

LPf(t1)-f(t2)

Lm3)-.f(~d

It is easy to see that if a mapping is a PAT, it must necessarily be a DPT:
Suppose f : B-+R is a PAT. Then there exists a positive real number b such
that for all ti, tj in B, f(ti)-f(fj)=
b(ti - tj). Since b is positive, it is clear
that f satisfies the first-difference preservation property. However, the reverse
implication need not be true, that is, a function may be a DPT without being
a PAT. This is demonstrated in the example in section 3. Thus PAT and
DPT are distinct concepts.
What is interesting, however, is that the two concepts become logically
indistinguishable with a little structure on the domain B. For instance, if the
domain is unrestricted, that is B=R, then DPTand PAT are equivalent. What
is surprising is that for this equivalence result not only does B not have to
coincide with R, but it need not even be a connected subset of R.
Theorem 1. If f: B-R and B is dense in a connected subset of R, then
DPTifand only ifit is a PAT

f is a

By making use of the Principle of Extension by Continuity [Dunford and
Schwartz (1967, p. 23)] and the fact that points on a real line can be denoted
exactly by their binary expansions, a simple and direct proof of this theorem
is given in section 6.
3. Utility theory
Let X be the set of alternatives. A utility function, u is a real-valued
function on X, i.e., u:X+R. The word transjormation is reserved for a realvalued mapping defined on a subset of R. An individual is characterised not
by a single utility function but by a whole class of permitted utility functions.
Let f: B-+R be a permitted transformation of a utility function, u, with B
sufficiently large so that u(X) c B. Then fu: X-+R is a permitted utility
function. We could therefore think of an individual as an ordered pair
(u, RIB), where u is a reference utility function and &?IB is a collection of
permitted transformations, f, defined on a domain BcR, with u(X) c B.
Therefore, for each individual, (u, al B), the set of permitted utility functions,
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is defined as follows:
L(u, f-J/B),

We assume that O(B always contains the identity transformation so that
u E L(u, &2) B), i.e., u is itself a permitted utility function.
If we assume B= R, i.e., the transformations are defined on the entire
domain, then the above method of characterising an individual is equivalent
to the traditional approach [e.g., the approach in Lange (1933) and
Samuelson (1947)]. This is the commonly used approach even today in many
areas of economics. In the modern choice-theoretic approach, however,
instead of beginning from an individual being an ordered pair (u, 52)B) and
then deriving the set of permitted utility functions L(u,QI B), we start directly
by specifying a set of permitted utility functions, L= {u, 4, I/, . . .}. This
approach is, as a little reflection will show, equivalent to the above approach
with the assumption that u(X) = B. This is so because given 4, u EL, we could
always construct a transformation f: u(X)+R such that f(u(x)) = 4(x).
Hence the traditional and modern approaches could be thought of as
special cases of the above characterisation
of an individual. The two
approaches differ in their choice of the following alternative assumptions.
An individual is an ordered pair (u, 52)B), where:
Assumption N

(No restriction on transformation

Assumption

(Maximal restriction on transformation

Cardinal
follows:

M

utility

and first-difference

Definition.
Individual
b>O, such that Vt6B,

domain).

comparable

B = R.

domain).
utility

B = u(X).

are defined

as

(u, 521B) has cardinal utility if Vf E Q( B, 3 a, b E R, with

f(t)=a+bt.
Definition.
Individual
VfeQjB,
Qtl,tz,t3,t4EB,
t, -t,

(u, 521B)

2 t, - t4C+f (t1) -f(h)

can

compare

2f(t3)

-f

jrst-d@erences

of

utility

if

(t4).

In the light of these two definitions the conceptual difference between
Assumptions N and M become clear. Given Assumption N, a transformation
f is defined on R, even though in actual practice f is used to convert
u(X)c R, and the properties of f (e.g., cardinality) are defined on the entire
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R

[and not just on u(X)]. Hence it is a kind of unrestricted domain
assumption: the transformation f is equipped to transform any element of R
though it actuaIIy has to transform elements of u(X). We shall therefore refer
to the traditional framework, i.e., one using Assumption N, as an unrestricted
domain framework. The rationale for N is now clear and this clarifies why the
unrestricted domain framework has been the more popular one in
economics.
Cardinality
and first-difference comparability
appear to be distinct
concepts and they have been treated as such in much of economics and
psychometrics [see Seigel (1956)]. However, under a variety of situations the
concepts become equivalent. The next result is an immediate corollary of
Theorem 1.
Corollary 1.1. Given Assumption N, or Assumption M with u(X) being dense
in a connected subset of R, the ability to compare first-d$erences of utility is
equivalent to cardinality.

This shows that in the traditional framework, first-difference comparability
and cardinality are logically equivalent. But in the modern framework the
concepts coincide only if certain conditions are satisfied. Corollary 1.1 is a
stronger result than both the theorems in Basu (1982) and it shows that the
results in Lange (1933) and Samuelson (1938) are applications of Theorem 1.
An interesting question which arises is that in the modern framework, i.e.,
given Assumption M, can the restriction on u(X) be relaxed even further
while retaining the equivalence between first-difference comparability and
cardinality? The answer to this is yes, as will be obvious from the example
below. What is however not immediately clear is what is the minimal
structure on u(X) which gives us the equivalence result. It may at first sight
appear that the answer has something to do with lacunae in B (in the context
of Theorem 1). A lacuna of B is a non-degenerate interval of R, disjoint with
B and having a lower and an upper bound in B [Hildenbrand and Kirman
(1974)]. But it is possible to show that the equivalence between PAT and
DPT as in Theorem 1 does not hinge on the existence or non-existence of
lacunae in B.
Examples.
Let B’ = [0,2] u [3,5] and B2= (0,1,5}. Both B’
lacunae. On B’ if a function f is a DPT it must be a PAT, but
Consider first f : B1 +R. Let f be a DPT. Since the closures
[3,5] are connected in R, by Theorem 1, the restrictions of f
[3,5] must be PATS. Thus 3a, b,c,d E R with b, d>O:

VtECO921, f \[0,21(t)=a+bt,
VtE c3,51,

fj[3,5](t)=c+dt.

and B2 have
not so on 8’.
of [0,2] and
to [0,2] and
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If b#d then f(2)-f(0)
#f(5)-f(3),
which contradicts the fact that f is a
DPT. Hence b=d. If aft, thenf(3)-f(2)#/l4)-f(3)
which contradicts the
fact that f is a DPT. Hence a=c. Therefore f is a PAT on the entire
domain of B1.
Now consider f :B’-+R. Let f(0) =O, f (1) = 1, f (5) = 6, such an f is a
DPT but not a PAT.
Therefore, the absence or presence of lacunae does not in itself change
anything. We move on, leaving the question of minimal restriction on B,
which makes the concepts of DPT and PAT equivalent, an open one.
Theorem 1 throws light on another classical problem. In traditional
discussions on the measurement of utility the term ‘addible’ utility often
cropped up (this should not be confused with the modern concept of
‘additive’ utility). The precise meaning of addible utility was seldom stated,
but a large number of economists [see, e.g., Alchian (1953) and Majumdar
(1958)] seemed to suggest by this the simple idea that the addition of utilities
from a group of alternatives x1,x2,. . . ,x, in X is ‘meaningful’. That is, it is
possible to say which among two groups of alternatives in X gives a greater
utility. In other words, if in terms of one utility function, group 1 gives
greater utility than group 2, then all permitted utility functions retain this
ordering.
Definition.
Individual
sl,. . . , s, E B,

(u, sL(B) has addible

utility if Vf E O( B, Vt,, . . . , t,,

What this definition says is that if the sum of utilities that a person derives
from n alternative bundles is greater than the sum derived from m alternative
bundles, then all permissible transformations of the utility function retain this
feature. It can be shown that given some domain restrictions, addibility is
equivalent to what is often referred to as ratio-scale measurability [Roberts
(1980)] in the social choice literature.
Individual (u, R) B) has a ratio-scale
Definition.
3 b > 0, such that Vt E B,

measurable

utility if VIE R) B,

f(t)=bt.
Theorem 2. Given Assumption N, or Assumption M with u(X) being dense in
a connected subset of R, an individual (u,Q/B) has addible utility if and only if
his utility is ratio-scale measurable.
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and is

domains in social choice

In the late seventies there were attempts to enlarge the Arrowian
framework of social choice theory to a utility-theoretic base. This has led to
the opening up of an engaging area of research and a series of remarkable
results [Hammond (1976), d’Aspremont and Gevers (1977), Sen (1977,1982),
Arrow (1977), Deschamps and Gevers (1978), Maskin (1978) and Roberts
(1980)].
It has already been noted that there are two approaches to the problem of
utility measurement: one making use of the unrestricted domain framework
(Assumption N) and the maximal restriction approach (Assumption M). In
the same spirit it is possible to conceive of two frameworks for social welfare
analysis. I argue here that the existing literature (the references cited above)
has, however, adopted the maximal restriction approach. There is no reason
why that ought to be so. As argued above there is a certain desirable
catholicity in the unrestricted domain framework. This idea is developed in
this and the next sections in the context of social choice theory and this
yields some surprising insights.
Let us first recall the standard framework using mainly Sen’s (1977)
notation. Let X (#X 13) be the set of alternative social states and H
(#H =n < 00) the set of individuals. Let K(.) be individual i’s real-valued
utility function defined on X. A social welfurefinc~ionul (SWFL), F, specifies
an ordering (i.e., a complete, reflexive and transitive binary relation), R, on
X, for each n-tuple {Wi(.)}i EH. Hence

The domain of F consists of all n-tuples {Wi(.)>. Intrapersonal and interpersonal comparisons are introduced via alternative ‘invariance requirements’. Consider three standard invariance axioms:
(CF)

Cardinal Full Comparable (or Co-cardinal): If {w(*)} and {IV:(.)} are
such that 3a, bER, with b>O, such that VXEX, ViEH, W;(x)=
a+bV$(x), then F({@(.)})=F({W:(.)}).

(CU)

Cardinal

Unit Comparable: If (q(.)}
and {IV:(.)} are such that
beR,
with
b>O,
such
that
VXEX, VieH,
W;(x)=
&,...,a,,
ui+b(Wi(x)), then F((~(.)))=F((W:(.)}).

(OL)

Ordinal Level Comparable (or Co-or&&):
If {w(e)> and {IV:(+)] are
such that 3 a positive monotone transformation
(6(.), such that
VXEX, VkH, W:(X)=&J(~(X)), then F((lJ$(.)})=F(W;(.)}).
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Note that in these definitions, given two n-tuples, {w(.)> and {WY(-)), we
may conceive of (W:(e)} as derived from (w (.)} by applying an n-tuple of
transformations {&} = (f$,, . . . , c$,}, with & being used to transform q(.),
VI’EH. This is particularly transparent in Roberts’ (1980) paper. Note,
however, that in the above axioms each $i need operate only on q(X). The
properties of 4i specified in these axioms are properties which it must satisfy
on q(X). This is not generally stated explicitly thereby corroborating the
view that alternative domain restrictions of transformations
have been
typically thought of as differences in style rather than of substance.
As argued above, in the context of utility theory, there is good reason to
suppose that each transformation should be potentially able to transform
any element of R, despite the fact that it does not have to actually do so in a
particular situation. And also, transformations
should be thought of as
satisfying a certain property (e.g., first-difference preservation) if they (i)
satisfy the property over the domain of values that actually occur, and (ii)
have the potential for satisfying it over the entire domain (R). The above
definitions merely require (i). The motivation for an approach which uses (i)
and (ii) is similar in spirit to the motivation which had led economists to use
the standard unrestricted domain assumption in social choice theory (i.e., to
define a collective choice rule on all possible n-tuples of individual orderings).
Such an approach would correspond to the unrestricted domain framework
or the traditional
approach
to the problem of intrapersonal
utility
measurement.

5. Utilitarianism
In the unrestricted domain framework CF and CU would be defined as
follows, using a bar (e.g., CF) to distinguish the new definitions:
(s)

V’~EH, where
If {w(.)> and (W’{(.)} are such that W:(.)=4i(kl$(.)),
{4i> is a transformation n-tuple defined on R such that 3a, b E R, with
b>O, such that VtER,
VieH,
di(t)=a+bt,
then F({K(.)))=
WW)1).

(E)

ViEH, where
If {W$(*)>and {W:(.)) are such that Wi(,)=4i(w(*)),
{4i> is a transformation n-tuple defined on R such that 3a,,. . . ,a,,
bER, with b>O, such that VteR,
VE’EH, ~i(t)‘=Ui+bt,
then
~({~(.)})=F({W:(.))).

It is not difticult to see that CF+L’F and CU++CU - the change of
framework does not make a difference thus far. The next concept, however, is
framework sensitive.
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Let Orbe the invariance axiom given that interpersonal utilities are ordinal
level comparable and that there exists one individual with difference
comparable utility - i.e., he can compare his own first-differences in utility.
(Of course, coupled with level comparability, the latter immediately implies
that eoerybody can compare first-differences.)
(E) If {K(.)} and {WY(.)} are
is a transformation n-tuple
(1) 3keH, vrl,r~,r3,t4~R,
- 4&), and,
(2) pi = 4(o), V~‘EH and
then F({K(.)))=F({W:(*)j).

such that wt(.)=~i(~(‘)),
VieH, where (4,
defined on R such that
tl_tz~t,--t,cr~,(t,)--~(t2)1~k(t3)
4(e) is a positive monotone transformation,

The counterpart of cl in the framework conventionally used in modern social
choice theory, i.e., in the maximal restriction framework (we may refer to
such an axiom as a) is logically distinct from Or.
What is surprising is that Ccand @ are logically equivalent. In other
words, in the unrestricted domain framework, the concept of cardinal full
comparability is equilivalent to ordinal level comparability coupled with
intrapersonal difference comparability. This is precisely the assertion of the
next theorem, the proof of which is given in section 6.
Theorem 3. In the unrestricted domain framework, ordinal level comparability
and the existence of an individual who can compare first-differences
of his own
utility is equivalent

to cardinal full comparability,

i.e., &+CF.

Two of the most discussed SWFLs are utilitarianism and Rawlsianism.
Consider two slight variants of these: A SWFL, F, is utilitarian-type if
VX,YEX, VW)j,

[

itlww& WY)]

implies

[xPy],

where P is the asymmetric part of F({ q( a)}).
Now consider the leximin rule. Let k(x) denote the kth worst-off person
(ties being broken arbitrarily) in state x given an n-tuple {K(.)>. A SWFL,
F, is leximin if Vx, VEX, V{Wi(‘)},
xPy if and only if 3kzn such that I$Jx)
> W,,,,(y) and V/r < k, W&X,(x)= W,,,,(y), where P is the asymmetric part of
F(PK(jH.
Given the prominence of Rawlsianism and utilitarianism in modern social
choice theory, it is but natural that a lot of effort has gone into isolating
situations where these two ethical principles are in direct conflict. One of the
most interesting findings in this direction is a result due to Deschamps and
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Gevers (1978). They showed that if a SWFL satisfies the properties of
independence of irrelevant alternatives, the Pareto criterion, anonymity, a
certain minimal equity axiom and separability [for formal definitions, see
Deschamps and Gevers (1978) or Sen (1977)] - we refer to this axiom set as
the D-G axiom set - then if we assume c;ardinal full comparability, the
leximin criterion and utilitarian-type criterion are in direct conflict because
these are the only two SWFLs satisfying the D-G axiom set.
What Theorem 3 suggests is that we adopt the unrestricted domain
framework then this direct confrontation between utilitarianism and Rawls
arises as soon as we assume ordinal level comparability and the existence of
an individual who can compare his own first-differences.
Corollary 3. I. Given the D-G axiom set, if a SWFL satisfies Ccit must be
either utilitarian-type or leximin.
This corollary is an immediate
theorem and Theorem 3 above.

consequence

of the Deschamps-Gevers

Let us now turn to the characterisation of utilitariansim in the unrestricted
domain framework. A SWFL, F, is utilitarian if Vx, y E X, V(K( .)},

implies CXRYI,
where

Note that one obvious implication of being able to make level
comparisons between individuals i and j is that if R(x) = HJj(y) and q(z) =
q(u), then given a permitted transformation
n-tuple, {tii}, ~i(~(X))&(~(~))=+~(~(y.(y))---_~(wj(v)).
This part of level comparability may be
referred to as almost level comparability. The invariance axiom p below is a
formal statement of almost level comparability of interpersonal utilities plus
intrapersonal first-difference comparability, with (2) in the definition of fl
capturing the idea of almost level comparability discussed above.

(8) If {W-)1 and {W(.)J are

such that W:(.)=~i(~(.)),
ViEH, where (4J
is a transformation n-tuple defined on R such that
(1) VkEKVrr,rz,t,,r,ER,
ti-t2~tt3-t4cf~k(tl)-~k(t2)~~k(t3)
-4&J,
and
(2) Vi,jEH, Vrr,rzER, ~i(tl)-~i(tz)=~j(t,)-_j(t,),
then F((~(~)})=F({W~())).
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Theorem 4. In the unrestricted domain framework, almost ordinal level
comparability and the ability of every individual to compare first-differences of
his own utility is equivalent to cardinal unit comparability, i.e., &+CU.

In a well-known paper, d’Aspremont and Gevers (1977) proved that if a
SWFL satisfies the properties of independence of irrelevant alternatives, the
Pareto criterion and anonymity [for formal definitions, see d’Aspremont and
Gevers (1977) or Sen (1977)] - we refer to these as the D’-G axiom set and also CU, then it must be a utilitarian SWFL. This result, the fact that
CU+CU
and Theorem 4 suggest the following characterisation of utilitarianism.
Corollary 4.1.
utilitarian.

lf a SWFL satisfies the D’-G axiom set and p, it must be

A similar exercise is possible for Rawls’ difference principle, in particular, the
leximin rule.

6. Proofs
The proof of Theorem 1 is greatly facilitated by using a standard lemma in
mathematics [see Dunford and Schwartz (1967) for a proofl:
Lemma (Principle of Extension by Continuity). Let X and Y be metric spaces
and let Y be complete. If f :A+Y is uniformly continuous on the dense subset
A of X, then f has a unique continuous extension g:X-+I:
This unique extension is uniformly continuous on X.

The

following

notation

f(A)=(yE:RIy=f(t),tEAnB}.
R.

is

useful. Given that f : B-+R, VA c R,
Also VAcR, A denotes the closure of A in

Proof of Theorem 1. Assume that B is a connected subset of R and that f is
a DPT. If B is a singleton then the result is immediate. Hence assume
#B>l.
As a first step note that f is a monotonically increasing function, i.e.,

(1)
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Let t,, t, EB. Then
tz > t1C*t2 -t,

> t, -t,

wf(t,)--f(t,)>f(t,)--f(t,),

-f(b)

since f is a DPT,

>f(td

This establishes (1).
As a second step we prove that f is a uniformly continuous function. Let
E>O. Choose t,,t,eB
such that t,#t, and If(tl)-f(t2)f<e.
The existence of
such tl, t2 may be proved as follows: Assume no such tl, t2 exist. If [s,, s2] is
a non-degenerate
interval with sl,sz E B, it is easy to check that
# ([sl, s2] n B) = co. Hence, since no t,, t, of the above description exists, f
must be unbounded on [s,,s,] n B. Hence 3s, E [sl,sJ n B such that
f(s,)$[f(sl),f(sz)].
This violates (1). Therefore, t,, t, of the above
description exists. Let )t, - t,) = 6,

since f is a DPT,

Therefore f is uniformly continuous.
By the above lemma, 3g:B+R
which is a unique continuous extension of
f: The proof is completed by showing that g is a PAT on B. This, in turn, is
proved by taking an arbitrary bounded and non-degenerate interval in B and
proving that the restriction of g on this is a PAT.
Let [t,, t*], t, #t*, be such an arbitrary interval in B. Let s* =g(t,),
s* =g(t*),
Ezi(t,
+ t*) and .?=$(s* + s*). W first prove

g(Ct,,fC)= Cs,,$C and g(Ct,t*C)= Ct s*C,

(2)

i.e., each half is mapped into its corresponding half in the range. It is easily
checked that by virtue of (l), g is also a monotonically increasing function.
This, and the continuity of g implies that g([t,, t*[) = [s,, s*[ and 3 a unique
s E [s,, s*[ such that g([t,, f[) = [s.+, s[ and g([& t*[) = [i, s*[.
To prove (2) we simply have to show that s= s^.Without loss of generality
assume s> 5 Hence, s--s* >s* --s. Hence 3t,, t2 E [t*, P[ n B such that g(tl) g(t,)>s*-s.
Choose t3,t4E[f,t*[nB
such that t,-t4ztl-t2.
Since
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t*ll = Cs, s*L

hence

g(h)
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-g(b)

<s* -s.

Thus

g(b)

-g(b)

<g(h)

-g(b).

Since t,, t2, t,, t, E B this violates the fact that f is a DPT. This establishes (2).
Let &=[O,l[+[t,,t*[
be a PAT with 4([O,l[)=[t,,t*[.
Similarly define
$:[s,,s*[-+[O,l[
such that I,$is a PAT with $([s,,s*[)=[O,l[.
Let (g/Z) be
the restriction of g to [t*, t*[. Define a composite mapping A=+(gll)&
Clearly A: [0, l[+[O, l[. Fig. 1 illustrates this mapping.

s

x

9

s

0

Fig. 1

It will be shown that A is an identity mapping. Let a~ [0, l[ and let
. be the binary expansion of a and let .b,bzb3.. . be the binary
expansion of A(a). We first prove a, = b,. Without loss of generality, suppose
a,=O. Thus aE[O,$[. Hence 4(a)E[t*,E[.
By (2), (glZ)&a)E[s*,SI[.
Hence
Jl(gll)q5(a)E[O,&. Thus b, =O.
In the same way we could prove a2 = b,. Since a, =O, we know that 4(a)
lies in the first half of [t*, t*[, i.e., +(a) E [t*, f[. Now, since t,, t* were chosen
arbitrarily above, we could set t, as before and t* as what was earlier E and
by a similar proof show that whichever half of [t,,f[, 4(a) happens to be in,
(gl I) $(a) would be in a corresponding half in the range. Hence a2 = b,; and
by repeating, a, = b,, Vn. Hence A is an identity mapping and in particular it
is a PAT. By construction, d, and $ are PATS. Hence g is a PAT on [t*, t*[.
It is an immediate consequence of monotonicity and continuity of g that
g(t*) = s*. Hence g is a PAT on [t,, t*]. Therefore, g is a PAT on B and its
restriction, f, must be a PAT.
It is obvious, as has been shown in section 2, that if f is a PAT, it must be
a DPT. Q.E.D.
.a,aza3..

Proof of Theorem 2. Given addibility, it is obvious that f E a( B implies f is a
DPT. Given Assumption N or Assumption M with u(X) being a connected
subset of R, Theorem 1 implies 3a, b E R, with b > 0, such that V t E B, f(t)
=a
+ bt. Since individual (u, 51(B) has addible utility, 1 + 0 = O-+f (1) + f(0) = f(l).
Hence f(0) =O. Therefore a=O. Thus the individual’s utility is ratio-scale
Q.E.D.
tieasurable. The reverse implication is obvious.
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Proof of Theorem 3. Obviously
cl-*CF. Assume CF is valid, and { I4$(.)>
and (IV;(.)) satisfy condi?ions
(1) and (2) in the definition
of Cr. It immediately follows that Vt,, t2, t3, t, ER, tl - t2 2 t3 - tq+-q5(tl) - &t,) 2 q5(t3) - 4(t4).
By Theorem
1, 3a, PER, with bz0,
such that Vt ER, 4(t) =a+ bt. Then
by CF, F({K(.)))=F({Wj(.)}).

Hence cl holds.

Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 4. Assume CU is valid and that { y(.)}
and {IV:(.)}
satisfy conditions
(1) and (2) in the definition
of fl. By Theorem
1, VkEH,
3a,,b,~R,
with b,>O, such that VtER, $k(t)=~k+bkt.
Since 4i(tl)-4i(tz)
= c$j(tl) -c/~~(t~); hence b,(t, - tz) = bj(tl - tz). Therefore bi =bj =b, V~JEH.
Hence

by CU, F({ K(.)> = F({ Wi(.)}).

Hence p holds.

Q.E.D.
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